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Environmental Policy
As our community evolves and grows so does Solar First’s commitment to the environment. Contributing to the 
reduction of natural resource consumption through the installation of highly efficient solar systems represents just 
one facet of our environmental commitment.

Our company's leaders have unified to establish a guiding vision that directs the actions of all stakeholders, 
including employees, management, shareholders, customers, and suppliers. This vision clearly delineates Solar 
First's stance on environmental issues and sets standards for adherence. Our environmental efforts have helped to 
rebuild the forest canopy in SWFL and has had positive effects on water and air quality, the prevention of erosion 
and ultimately supports a thriving habitat for our native plants and wildlife. We are meant to steward what’s been 
given to us, and with this responsibility we take it seriously. Our partners at Future Forestry have been vital to these 
efforts, and for every solar system sold we donate one tree to the organization.

In pursuit of this collective objective, we are committed to:

★ Aid customers in making environmentally conscious choices.
★ Engage with the local community through participation in Future Forestry Tree Planting and backing 

community awareness campaigns.
★ Comply with and surpass all pertinent environmental regulations and legislation.
★ Evaluate the environmental impact of all operations, and monitor performance annually.
★ Continuously enhance environmental performance.
★ Diminish pollution, emissions, and waste. 
★ Decrease energy usage through PV Solar Systems and Solar Hot Water Systems.
★ Foster awareness, encourage engagement, and provide training to employees on the benefits of efficiency 

and recycling.

At Solar First we take pride in our commitment to Environmental Awareness and actively encourage and 
incentivize our employees to uphold and engage in this mission. Together we can build a better future one tree at a 
time!

Sincerely,
Our team at Solar First
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